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Dave Patterson ‘the1492guy’ releases ground-breaking book today



"500Years of Lies: Discover the Extraordinary Number of Native Indian Gifts to the
World "



Worldviews will be altered as these [3500] nations of 1492 are unmasked



Sudden love for the subject was triggered by Ray Fadden almost 20 years ago

TORONTO, ONTARIO– Dave Patterson, the1492guy’s new book "500Years of Lies:
Discover the Extraordinary Number of Native Indian Gifts to the World" dispels
many of the myths we have been taught about Indian accomplishments prior to1492. In
his speaking career, Patterson inspires his audience by retelling actual histories so the
listeners realize all European settlers and Indians were peers and equals, but then
history forgot. People forgot. Dave Patterson shares these fascinating true accounts
because their invisibility in today’s world is hurting everybody. Patterson delivers such a

quantity of pre-contact accomplishments, innovations, and inventions that the readers
discover the Western Hemisphere inhabitants actually put the white man on the map.

John Fadden, curator at the Six Nations Indian Museum in Onchiota, New York, has
been following Dave’s career as ‘the1492guy’. “Throughout many decades of my life I
have heard the words of my late father, Ray Fadden. During his passionate
presentations about First Nations' history, culture, and realities he had presented to his
listeners many facts that were unknown to his audience. Among those facts were the
innumerable contributions given to today’s civilization by the natives of the Western
Hemisphere”, said Fadden.

In amongst those contributions covered in this new book, there are a lot of firsts, too:
women’s rights; freedom and liberty concepts; a 600 year old highway system with
225,000 km of stone/plaster roadway; democracy; suspension bridges; electricity; brain
surgery; universal health care. There’s many more.

From Europeans who rarely ever bathed to a city with more people than Europe’s mostpopulated, there’s no shortage of fascinating accounts and many eye-openers for the
average reader. Dave Patterson ‘ the1492guy’ has been spreading his ground-breaking
and memorable messages around the GTA and across North America.

“500 Year of Lies: Discover the Extraordinary Number of Native Indian Gifts to the
World” continues ‘ the1492guy’s mission to spread this critical message. The same
communication he uses with his live audiences is now available to his readers.

“Due to less than admirable coverage about Native cultures in general, the educational
systems have been very weak concerning indigenous culture and history. The
educators themselves, during their tenure in various universities have experienced
insufficient coverage of this subject”, says John Fadden.

Because the education system has always concentrated on the historical
accomplishments of only the Eurasian land mass and ignores the Western Hemisphere,
most North Americans are unaware of these contributions to today’s civilisation, called
‘gifts to the world’ by Ray Fadden and by ‘ the1492guy’ – such as 75% of our foods
today.

John Fadden continues “Dave Patterson has picked up my father's torch to show light
upon this topic in his book, and through his lectures. My father would be pleased.”

Christine Ferguson of Scarborough, in following ‘the1492guy’ and his progress was
struck by the advancements of the Western Hemisphere Indigenous, rekindling a 50year-old love affair with specialty subjects from university. “I love this information. So
few people realise any of this. I want to know what I can do to help spread this
information”, she remarked.

Because little of this is on our radar, the reader of "500Years of Lies" is exposed to the
truth and looks around at their own day today. It is at that point they recognize the
extraordinary number of Indigenous gifts to the world. Since they also love our
civilization and our way of life, they’re challenged when they feel transformation in their

worldviews and attitudes. Patterson’s readers feel better, freer of the guilt and pity
syndromes. Audience members and readers alike can experience their own personal
truth and reconciliation.

And the guarantee that you can change the world in one afternoon? Dave Patterson
‘the1492guy’explained: “That’s a money back guarantee on a book that by the way has
both History and Self-Help listed for its shelving categories. On the top of the back cover
you’ll see literally two categories.”

Patterson continued “Yes, it may be important to change our world, the world that
carries us around. Your outer world. But for your day-to-day, what’s more important?
There’s more meaning when you change your real world, the world that YOU carry
around. Your inner world. It’s your worldview. Your kids and grandkids will someday
thank you for carrying around that more accurate world.”

The book is available at www.the1492guy.com or at Amazon, or ask at your local book
stores and libraries.

